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Abstract

Function merging is an important optimization for reducing code size. This technique eliminates redundant code across functions by merging them into a single function. While initially limited to identical or trivially similar functions, the most recent approach can identify all merging opportunities in arbitrary pairs of functions. However, this approach has a serious limitation which prevents it from reaching its full potential. Because it cannot handle phi-nodes, the state-of-the-art applies register demotion to eliminate them before applying its core algorithm. While a superficially minor workaround, this has a three-fold negative effect: by artificially lengthening the instruction sequences to be aligned, it hinders the identification of mergeable instruction; it prevents a vast number of functions from being profitably merged; it increases compilation overheads, both in terms of compile-time and memory usage.

We present SalSSA, a novel approach that fully supports the SSA form, removing any need for register demotion. By doing so, we notably increase the number of profitably merged functions. We implement SalSSA in LLVM and apply it to the SPEC 2006 and 2017 suites. Experimental results show that our approach delivers on average, 7.9% to 9.7% reduction on the final size of the compiled code. This translates to around $2\times$ more code size reduction over the state-of-the-art. Moreover, as a result of aligning shorter sequences of instructions and reducing the number of wasteful merge operations, our new approach incurs an average compile-time overhead of only 5%, $3\times$ less than the state-of-the-art, while also reducing memory usage by over $2\times$.
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1 Introduction

The embedded system market is rapidly growing and branching out, from cars and airplanes to autonomous robots and smart cities. Embedded systems need to perform increasingly complex jobs with the support of large libraries and deep software stacks that must run on inexpensive and resource-constrained devices. These two aims are conflicting, particularly so for permanent storage and memory which already represent a significant chunk of the system area and cost.

Despite the importance of keeping code size small, compilers still make little effort to reduce it. Even when optimizing for size, their efforts are limited to disabling performance optimizations which increase size, using more compact instruction sets, and basic redundancy elimination [3, 6]. Because of that, to avoid the expensive costs of extra storage and memory, the developers of these embedded systems have to manually find ways to shrink their code, which is also costly and undesirable.

One optimization that can potentially reduce code size is function merging. Its task is to find similarities in functions and replace them with a single function that combines the functionality of the original functions while eliminating redundant code. At a high level, the way this works is that code specific to only one input function is added to the merged function but made conditional to a function identifier, while code found in both input functions is added only once and executed regardless of the function identifier.

Prior function merging methods were limited to identical or isomorphic functions, but a recent work has generalized function merging to any arbitrary pair of functions. The state-of-the-art (FMSA) [28] first represents functions as nothing more than linear sequences of instructions and labels. Then it applies a sequence alignment algorithm, developed for bioinformatics, to discover the optimal way to create pairs
of mergeable instructions from the two input sequences. Finally, it generates the merged function where aligned pairs of matching instructions are merged to a single instruction, while non-matching instructions are simply copied into the merged function.

While representing a leap forward, experiments show that FMSA fails to reduce code size in some cases where it would be intuitively expected to work. Even when handling similar functions that should be profitably merged, this algorithm may fail spectacularly, producing a merged function larger than the combined input functions.

Closer inspection reveals that the problem stems from the inability of this approach to handle phi-nodes. In SSA, phi-nodes merge the assignments of a single variable that arrive from different control flow paths. As such, they are closely tied to how control and data flow across basic blocks and cannot be merged without examining their control flow context. FMSA generates code directly from the aligned sequences, where control flow information has been lost, merging instructions blindly with little to no consideration for their context, so it cannot handle phi-nodes. It overcomes this hurdle by applying register demotion, which replaces phi-nodes with stack variables. This works but only by artificially increasing the size of the input functions, often by twice or more their original size, the exact opposite of what function merging tries to achieve. A final post-merging step of register promotion is supposed to reverse this code bloat but it often fails, leading to unprofitable merged functions.

Our idea is to keep the one thing that works well in FMSA, the idea of using sequence alignment on functions, and build around it a new function merging methodology that can handle directly control and data flow with no need for register demotion. Our proposed approach, SalSSA, achieves this with a new code generator for aligned functions. Instead of translating the alignment directly into a merged function, our approach generates code from the input control-flow graphs, using the alignment only to specify pairs of matching labels and instructions. The generator then produces code top-down, starting with the control flow graph of the merged function, then populating with instructions, arguments and labels, and finally with phi-nodes which maintain the correct flow of data. SalSSA is carefully designed to produce correct but, still, succinct code. A final post-generator stage applies a novel optimization, phi-node coalescing, that eliminates superfluous phi-nodes and select instructions, reducing even further the code size.

SalSSA produces functions much smaller than those produced by FMSA. In many cases, it produces profitable merged functions where FMSA fails. On average, it reduces about twice as much code as their approach, 11.4% to 14.5% compared to 5.6% to 6.2% depending on the function merging configuration. On top of that, the compile-time overhead is much lower. Sequence alignment has a quadratic relationship with function size, while the overhead of code generation and later optimization passes is proportional to function size. By avoiding register demotion, we keep input function sequences smaller and we produce smaller functions, leading to an average compilation overhead of 5%, 3× less than FMSA, and an overhead in no case more than 55%, compared to the maximum overhead of 314% for FMSA. Similarly, SalSSA uses half the amount of memory required on average by FMSA during compilation.

With this paper, we make the following contributions:

- The first approach that fully supports the SSA form when merging functions through sequence alignment.
- A novel optimization called phi-node coalescing that reduces the number of phi-nodes and selections in merged functions.
- SalSSA achieves about twice as much code size reduction than the state of the art with significantly lower compilation time overheads.

### 2 Background

Figure 1. The sequence of operations applied by the state-of-the-art function merging. The core algorithm is composed only of Linearization, Alignment, and CodeGen, but register demotion (Reg2Mem) is necessary as a preprocessing step because CodeGen cannot handle phi-nodes. Register promotion (Mem2Reg) and Simplification are not required but improve the quality of the generated code. Our work introduces a more powerful CodeGen component that removes the need for register demotion.

Figure 1 depicts the workflow of FMSA [28]. The state-of-the-art function merging is capable of merging any pair of functions. Its core merging algorithm first transforms each function into a linear sequence of labels and instructions. Then a sequence alignment algorithm searches for the optimal way to align two input sequences based on their matching subsequences, effectively identifying the mergeable code. The final step uses the resulting aligned sequence to directly generate code. Matching subsequences are merged into a single copy, avoiding redundancy. Non-matching segments are copied as-is into the merged function but have their execution conditioned by a function identifier.
While this is all that is needed to do function merging in theory, FMSA adds an important extra preprocessing step: register demotion. Because its code generator cannot handle phi-nodes, it needs to apply register demotion and replace phi-nodes with memory operations in the stack. After code generation, register promotion is performed to transform stack operations back into phi-nodes, when this is possible.

The reason for FMSA to apply register demotion is clear - while phi-nodes are strongly coupled with the control flow, memory operations are much easier to handle as the code can be generated directly from the aligned sequences. However, as we will show in the next section, register demotion has a negative impact on both the quality of merged code and the overhead of function merging.

3 Motivating Example

As a motivation example, consider the pair of input functions shown in Figure 2. While they are artificial, they highlight and isolate a problem that frequently appears in real programs, as we discuss later in Figure 5. These two functions have enough similarity to be profitably merged. A human expert could even replace them with the function shown in Figure 3, reducing the number of instructions by about 20%.

However, before aligning and automatically merging them, FMSA has to apply register demotion, as shown in Figure 4. Phi-nodes are removed and memory operations are created to propagate values across basic block boundaries. The sequence alignment algorithm then identifies the matching pairs of instructions (connected green marks), keeping the rest unaligned (in red).

The problem arises when merging some of the generated memory operations. To reverse the effect of register demotion, FMSA applies register promotion on the merged code, replacing the memory operations back with phi-nodes. This is mandatory in FMSA in order for merged functions to be profitable, given that register demotions artificially increases the size of the functions being merged. However, in order to be promotable, a stack location must be always used directly as the immediate argument of the operations that access the location. Unfortunately, merging these instructions tend to prohibit register promotion, which results in unprofitable merge operations.

In our example, we see in Figure 4 that some of the mergeable memory operations use different locations. One such case is the highlighted pair of store instructions. To maintain the semantics of the two functions after merging, the target address of the merged store will have to be selected based on the function identifier, either \$addr_2$ or \$addr_3$. Because the merged store instruction will not use the stack address directly, but instead a selected address, this prevents register promotion from eliminating these memory operations.

This failure to remove temporarily inserted stack operations has knock-on effects beyond the few extra instructions left in the merged code. The additional memory accesses and the select statements controlling their target locations prohibit parts of the post-merge cleanup and later optimization passes. In our example, while the two original input functions had nine and ten instructions each, the merged function ends up with a total of 50 instructions, significantly larger than the two input functions put together.

This kind of undesired scenario is likely to happen when merging two distinct functions after register demotion simply due to the sheer number of memory operations it creates. Figure 5 shows the average normalized size, before and after register demotion, across all functions in each program from the SPEC CPU2006 benchmark suite. Size refers to the number of LLVM IR instructions. On average, register demotion
increases function size by almost 75%, often by twice or more their original size. Even if FMSA fails to eliminate only a small portion of these extra instructions, the negative impact on the profitability of merging will be significant.

Even for cases where the merge operation is profitable, register demotion remains a problem. Demotion artificially lengthens the functions to be aligned which in turns exacerbates the compile-time overheads associated with function merging. In our example, the combined size of the two input functions more than doubles, from 14 instructions in Figure 2 to 29 instructions in Figure 4. This increase is in line with what we have seen in SPEC CPU2006, including functions with many thousands of instructions. Regardless of whether register promotion will eventually remove the extra instructions or not, the alignment algorithm itself will have to process sequences twice as long. Since the memory usage and running time of the algorithm is quadratic in the sequence length, register demotion slows it down approximately by a factor of four. For applications with large functions after register demotion, the compile-time and memory usage overheads become prohibitive.

This shows that a new solution is needed to effectively merge functions in the SSA form. Register demotion makes function merging less profitable, even stopping similar functions from merging altogether, and often leads to undesirable compilation overheads. In the rest of the paper, we show that register demotion is not required for function merging and that we can directly handle phi-nodes, leading to more profitably merged functions.

4 Our Approach

Properly handling phi-nodes requires a radical redesign in the code generator. The existing code generator produces code directly from the aligned sequence, with each instruction pair treated almost in isolation without considering any control flow context. Merging phi-nodes cannot work with this approach because phi-nodes are only understood in their control flow context.

Road map. In the rest of this section, we describe SalSSA, our novel approach for merging functions through sequence alignment with full support for the SSA form. By removing the need for preprocessing the input functions and performing register demoting, our approach is able to merge functions better and faster. Instead of translating the aligned functions directly to merged code, the SalSSA follows a top-down approach centered on the CFGs of the input functions. It iterates over the input CFGs, constructing the CFG of the merged function, interweaving matching and non-matching instructions (Section 4.1). Afterwards, all edges and operands are resolved, including appropriately assigning the incoming values to all phi-nodes (Section 4.2). SalSSA is designed to preserve all properties of SSA form via the standard SSA construction algorithm (Sections 4.3). Finally, SalSSA integrates a novel optimization with the SSA construction algorithm, called phi-node coalescing, producing even smaller merged functions (Section 4.4).

Working examples. Figure 6 shows how the functions from our motivating example align without register demotion. Here, phi-nodes are not aligned, similarly to how FMSA
4.1 Control-Flow Graph Generation

Our code generator starts by producing all the basic blocks of the merged function. Each original block is broken into smaller ones so that matching code is separated from non-matching code and matching instructions and labels are placed into their own basic blocks. Having one block per matching instruction or label makes it easier to handle control flow and preserve the ordering of instructions from the original functions by chaining these basic blocks as needed.

Blocks with instructions that come originally from the same basic block (of either input function) are chained in their original order with branches. We use either unconditional branches or conditional branches on the function identifier depending on whether control flow out of this code is different for the two input functions. Because we have one basic block per pair of matching instructions/labels, this tends to generate some artificial branches, most of them are unconditional, but can be simplified in later stages.

Figure 7 shows the generated CFG. At this point, the only instructions that actually have their operands assigned are the branches inserted to chain instructions originating from the same input basic block. These branches have no corresponding instruction in the input functions. All other operands and edges, depicted in blue in Figure 7, will be resolved later, during operand assignment.

4.1.1 Phi-Node Generation. Our code generator treats phi-nodes differently from other instructions. For all alignment and code generation purposes, SalSSA treats phi-nodes as attached to their basic block’s label; that is, they are aligned with their labels and are copied to the merged function with their labels. So, when creating a basic block for a label, we also generate the phi-nodes associated with it. For a pair of matching labels, we copy all phi-nodes associated with both labels. We have decided for this approach where phi-nodes are tied to labels because phi-nodes describe primarily how data flows into its corresponding basic block. The generator inserts conditional and unconditional branches to maintain the same order of instructions from the input basic block. Operands and edges highlighted in blue will be resolved by the operand assignment described in Section 4.2.

Unlike other instructions, we do not merge phi-nodes through sequence alignment. Instead, identical phi-nodes are merged during the simplification process using existing optimizations from LLVM.

4.1.2 Value Tracking. While generating the basic blocks and instructions for the merged function, SalSSA keeps track of two mappings that will be needed during operand assignment. The first one, called value mapping, is responsible for
%m2 = call body(%v2|%m1)
\[=\]
%y = add %m|%b1, %a2|%m
\[=\]
%s = select %fid==1, %v2, %m1
%m2 = call body(%s)

Figure 8. Operand selection for the call instruction in L4 from Figure 7. Mismatching operands chosen with a select instruction on the function identifier.

%y = add %m|%b1, %a2|%m
\[=\]
%s = select %fid==1, %a2, %b1
%y = add %m, %s

Figure 9. Optimizing operand assignment for commutative instructions. Example of a merged add instruction that can have its operands reordered to allow merging the two uses of %m, avoiding a select instruction.

mapping labels and instructions from the input functions into their corresponding ones in the merged function. This is essential for correctly mapping the operand values. The second one, called block mapping, is a mapping of the basic blocks in the opposite direction, as shown by the light gray labels in Figure 7. It maps basic blocks in the merged function to a basic block in each input function, whenever there is a corresponding one. This block mapping will be needed to map control flow when assigning the incoming values of phi-nodes (see Section 4.2.3).

4.2 Operand Assignment

Once all instructions and basic blocks have been created, we perform operand assignment in two phases. First, we assign all label operands, essentially resolving the remaining edges in the control flow graph (dashed blue edges in Figure 7). With the control flow graph complete, we can then create a dominator tree to help us assign the remaining operands while also properly handling instruction domination.

Whenever the corresponding operands of merged instructions are different, we need a way to select the correct operand based on the function identifier. Section 4.2.1 describes how we perform label selection. In all other cases, we simply use a select instruction, as shown in Figure 8.

When assigning operands to commutative instructions, we also perform operand reordering to maximize the number of matching operands and reduce the need for select instructions. Figure 9 shows an example of a commutative instruction where an operand selection can be avoided by reordering operands. This property of commutative operations has been exploited before by other optimizations [26–28].

4.2.1 Label Selection. In LLVM, labels are used exclusively to represent control flow. More specifically, label operands

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>%c</th>
<th>%fid==1</th>
<th>%xc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Rule for conditional branches (b) The truth table of the xor operation.

are used by terminator instructions, where they specify the destination basic block of a control flow transfer, or to represent incoming control flow in a phi-node instruction.

Whenever assigning the operands of a merged terminator instruction, if there is a label mismatch between the two input functions, we need a way to select between the two labels depending on the executed function. We do so by creating a new basic block with a conditional branch on the function identifier targeting the two labels. We use the label of the new block as the merged terminator operand.

Figure 10. Label selection for mismatched terminator instruction operands \(L_{f1}\) and \(L_{f2}\) corresponding to labels of two different basic blocks. We handle control flow in a new basic block, \(L_{sel}\) with a conditional branch on the function identifier targeting the two labels. We use the label of the new block as the merged terminator operand.

Figure 11. Optimizing label assignment for conditional branches. Example of a merged br instruction that can have its label operands reordered, trading two label selections by one xor operation.

Figure 11 shows a special case where we can also perform operand reordering on conditional branches that follow a specific pattern. When merging two conditional branches with matching label operands, except for their order, instead of creating two label selections, we can simply apply an xor operation on the condition and the function identifier, swapping the label operands for the true-value of the function identifier. As shown in Figure 11b, the xor operation flips the value of the condition for the true-value of the function identifier, preserving the semantic of the conditional branch. This optimization adds the cost of one xor operation to avoid the cost of two label selections, which are implemented with branch instructions as shown in Figure 10.
4.2.2 Landing Blocks. Most modern compilers, including GCC and LLVM, implement the zero-cost Itanium ABI for exception handling [11], which is known as the landing-pad model. This model has two main components: (1) invoke instructions that have two successors, one that continues when the call succeeds as per normal, and another, usually called the landing pad, in case the call raises an exception, either by a throw or the unwinding of a throw; (2) landing-pad instructions that encode which action is taken when an exception is raised. A landing pad must be the immediate successor of an invoke instruction in its unwinding path. The code generator must ensure that this model is preserved.

Our new code generator delays the creation of landing-pad instruction until the phase of operand assignment. Once we have concluded the remapping of all label operands of an invoke instruction, regardless of whether they are merged or non-merged code, we create an intermediate basic block with the appropriate landing-pad instruction. Then we assign the label of this landing block as the operand of the invoke instruction, as shown in Figure 12.

4.2.3 Phi-Node’s Incoming Values. There are two distinct cases for phi-nodes: being associated with a matching or with a non-matching label. In both cases, phi-nodes are only copied from their input functions and they are not merged. So each phi-node in the merged function should capture the incoming flows present in the corresponding phi-node of their input function. For matching labels, each phi-node in the merged function will have additional incoming flows specific to the other input function but these flows should have undefined values.

To assign the incoming values of a phi-node, SalSSA iterates over all predecessors of its parent basic block and uses the block mapping to discover each predecessor’s corresponding basic block in the input function. If such a basic block is found, then SalSSA obtains the incoming value associated with that predecessor from the value mapping. Otherwise, an undefined value, which by construction should never be actually used, is associated with that predecessor.

(a) Example where the dominance property is violated.

(b) The dominance property is restored by placing phi-nodes where needed.

Figure 13. Example of how SalSSA uses the standard SSA construction algorithm to guarantee the dominance property of the SSA form.

4.3 Preserving the Dominance Property

The code transformation process described so far could violate the dominance property of the SSA form. This property states that each use of a value must be dominated by its definition. For example, an instruction (or basic block) dominates another if and only if every path from the entry of the function to the latter goes through the former. Figure 13a gives one example extracted from Figure 7 where the dominance property is violated during code transformation. For this example, the dominance property is violated because \( \%v_2 \) is defined in block \( L_{12} \) and used in block \( L_4 \), but the former does not dominate the latter since there is an alternative path through \( L_{21} \).

SalSSA is designed to preserve the dominance property to conform with the SSA form. It achieves this using a two-step approach. It first adds a pseudo-definition at the entry block of the function where names are defined and initialized with an undefined value. This guarantees that every register name will be defined on basic blocks from both functions. Then, SalSSA applies the standard SSA construction algorithm [9, 10], which guarantees both the dominance and the single-reaching definition properties of the SSA form. We note that our implementation uses the standard SSA construction algorithm provided by LLVM for register promotion. This algorithm guarantees that names have a single definition by placing extra phi-nodes where needed so that instructions
can be renamed appropriately. Figure 13b shows how the property violation in Figure 13a can be corrected using this strategy.

4.4 Phi-Node Coalescing

The approach described in Section 4.3 guarantees the correctness of the SSA form but generates extra phi-nodes and registers which increase register pressure and might lead to more spill code. In this section, we describe a novel optimization technique, phi-node coalescing, that SalSSA uses to lower register pressure.

Figure 14 illustrates such an optimization opportunity. SalSSA is merging an instruction with different arguments, so it needs to select the right one based on the function identifier. The two arguments though, v and x, have disjoint definitions, i.e. they have non-merged definitions from different input functions. Using the standard SSA construction algorithm would result in the sub-optimal code shown in Figure 14a. This code inserts two trivial phi-nodes to select, again, v or x based on the executed function. SalSSA optimizes this code by coalescing both phi-nodes into a single one and removing the selection statement. As shown in Figure 14b, the optimized version has a smaller number of instructions and phi-nodes.

This transformation is valid because a value definition that is exclusive to a function will never be used when executing the other function. Figure 15 shows another example illustrating that even disjoint definitions that have no user instructions in common can be coalesced, reducing the number of phi-nodes.

Since SalSSA is aware of which basic blocks are exclusive to each function, it can choose a pair of disjoint definitions for coalescing. Given a pair of disjoint definitions, SalSSA assigns the same name for both of them before applying the SSA reconstruction. SalSSA coalesces the set of definitions that violate the dominance property. Two definitions can be paired for coalescing if they are disjoint and have the same type. The optimization pairs disjoint definitions that maximize their live range overlap since the goal is to avoid having register names live longer than they should, reducing register pressure.

Formally, the heuristic implemented in our phi-node coalescing can be described as follows. Given a set $S_1 \times S_2$ of disjoint definitions that violate the dominance property, the optimization chooses pairs $(d_1, d_2) \in S_1 \times S_2$ that maximize the intersection $UB(d_1) \cap UB(d_2)$, where $UB(d)$ is the set $\{Block(u) : u \in Users(d)\}$.

Phi-node coalescing allows SalSSA to produce smaller merged functions and reduce code size. Consequently, it also enables more functions to be profitably merged.

5 Evaluation

In this section, we compare SalSSA against the state-of-the-art algorithm of function merging by sequence alignment, FMSA [28]. We first present the code size reduction on the
SalSSA outperforms FMSA for multiple benchmarks. The more pronounced cases are for 444.namd, 456.hmmer, 462.libquantum, 447.dealII, and 482.sphinx3 from SPEC CPU2006, as well as 508.namd_r, 619.lbm_s, 644.leela_s and 657.xz_s from SPEC CPU2017. These benchmarks were heavily affected by register demotion, as illustrated in Figure 5 for SPEC CPU2006. Similar to our motivating example in Section 3, when two non-identical functions have stack operations for nearly half of their instructions, misalignments become likely; these misalignments prohibit eliminating the merged stack operation through register promotion. This issue reduces the profit gained by FMSA. In some cases, like 619.lbm_s and 625.x264_s, the profitability cost model can fail, resulting in sufficient false positives to cause code bloating. We will discuss this further in the next section.

5.3 Evaluation on MiBench
To evaluate the effectiveness of SalSSA on embedded systems, we apply it to the MiBench embedded benchmark suite on the ARM Thumb architecture. We note that by having function merging implemented at the IR level, our approach can be equally applied to any target architecture supported by the compiler.

The MiBench suite is a collection of short C programs, each one composed of a small number of functions. When optimizing programs with a small number of functions, function merging optimizations will have fewer opportunities to find pairs of profitably merged functions. For example, the qsort program in MiBench has only two functions; as a result, neither FMSA nor SalSSA is able to merge them. As shown in Table 1, the same happens for other programs in the MiBench suite.

Figure 18 shows that SalSSA improves significantly over FMSA, achieving a geo-mean reduction of 1.4% to 1.6%, about twice as much as FMSA. This improvement comes from SalSSA’s capability of generating better-merged functions, which leads to a larger number of profitable merge operations, as confirmed by Table 1.

Because FMSA requires register demotion to be applied to all functions before it can even attempt to merge them, FMSA ends up changing all functions even if no profitable merge operation is found. Figure 18 shows the effect of this preprocessing phase (denoted as FMSA Residue), which is obtained by running FMSA but not committing any merge operation. This FMSA Residue is the reason why FMSA sometimes has a non-zero code-size reduction (e.g., adpcm_c, FFT, patricia) despite not merging any functions. Since FMSA Residue might have an impact on the heuristics of later optimizations and code generation, its impact is almost random, sometimes being positive or negative on code-size. The impact of FMSA Residue is more noticeable in small programs, such as those found in MiBench, while in SPEC2006 it increases code size by only 0.02%, on average. To fix the
issue highlighted by FMSA Residue, we would need to add an extra bookkeeping step of cloning all original functions so that we can rollback if they are not profitably merged. Fixing that would only increase unnecessarily the optimization complexity, but SalSSA offers a better solution where only merged functions are affected.

An interesting case is observed with both cjpeg and djpeg. Although SalSSA, with exploration threshold $t = 1$, increases code size, it is merging a superset of the pairs of functions merged by FMSA with $t = 1$. If we limit SalSSA to merge exactly the same pairs merged by FMSA, it ends up with about the same or slightly better results than FMSA. This suggests that the marginal code-size increase observed with SalSSA is a result of false positives from the profitability cost model, i.e., it allows unprofitable merge operations to be committed. Since cjpeg and djpeg share most of their code base, we can indeed confirm that a subset of the pairs of functions merged by SalSSA, for both benchmarks, should have been classified as unprofitable as merging them increases the code size. However, with higher exploration thresholds, namely, $t = 5$ and $t = 10$, SalSSA surpasses FMSA in code-size reduction, although it still includes all pairs merged with the exploration threshold $t = 1$.

Figure 19 shows a breakdown for each merge operation performed by SalSSA, with exploration threshold $t = 1$, on the djpeg benchmark. We measured the impact of each merge operation, in isolation, to the size of the final object file. Although each one of these merge operations have a very small contribution to the final code size, the profitability cost model failed enough to result in an overall code increase of about 0.3%.

Both SalSSA and FMSA use the same profitability cost model. The limitations observed on cjpeg and djpeg also appear in SPEC2017 with FMSA. This stems from the fact that several transformations will still be applied to the code during late optimizations and the back end, and these changes are not captured by the profitability cost model.

5.4 Further Analysis

We also provide a breakdown showing the impact of phi-node coalescing on code size. Figure 20 shows the impact of our phi-node coalescing optimization technique (see Section 4.4). This diagram compares SalSSA to a variant without phi-node coalescing (SalSSA-NoPC) and FMSA. On average, this technique gives an additional 1.2% on code size reduction.
Figure 18. The percentual reduction in size of the linked object files, targeting the ARM architecture. We evaluate SalSSA or FMSA over the LLVM LTO on the MiBench embedded benchmark suite. Each approach was evaluated using three different exploration thresholds. SalSSA achieves a geo-mean reduction of 1.4% to 1.6%, about twice as much as FMSA.

Table 1. Number and size of functions present in each MiBench benchmark just before function merging, as well as number of merge operations applied by each technique.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmarks</th>
<th>#Fns</th>
<th>Min/Avg/Max Size</th>
<th>FMSA[t=1]</th>
<th>SalSSA[t=1]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CRC32</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8/23.75/37</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFT</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6/45.43/131</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adpcm_c</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>35/68.33/93</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adpcm_d</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>35/68.33/93</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>basicmath</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4/60/204</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bitcount</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4/20.58/56</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blowfish_d</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1/231.38/790</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blowfish_e</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1/231.38/790</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cjpeg</td>
<td>322</td>
<td>1/92.76/1198</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dijkstra</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2/31.5/83</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>djpeg</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>1/91.31/1198</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ghostscript</td>
<td>3452</td>
<td>1/50.36/3749</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gsm</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>1/92.42/696</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ispell</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>1/97.08/1004</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>patricia</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1/73.6/160</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pgp</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>1/80.39/1706</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qsort</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11/45.3/80</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rijndael</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>45/444.14/1882</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rynith</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>1/83.89/716</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sha</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12/49.71/147</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stringsearch</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3/41/81</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>susan</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>15/275.21/1153</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>typeset</td>
<td>562</td>
<td>1/327.61/1174</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 19. A breakdown of SalSSA[t = 1] on the djpeg benchmark. The actual contribution to the final code size for each merge operation deemed profitable by the cost model.

For 444 . namd, it enables an extra 7% reduction on the code size, demonstrating the great advantage of the technique.

Figure 21 provides further insight into the gains of SalSSA. The figure shows the total number of profitable merging attempts for the lowest exploration threshold. While FMSA has only 9,271 profitable merge operations, SalSSA has 12,224, an increase of 31% on the number of profitable merges. Much of the improvement we observe in code size reduction comes from producing profitable merged functions where FMSA fails to gain any profit, not just from increasing the profit.

5.5 Memory Usage

Because the sequence alignment algorithm [24, 28] (used by FMSA and SalSSA) has a quadratic space complexity over the length of the sequences, the difference in the size of the functions caused by register demotion translates directly to the differences in memory usage.

Figure 22 shows the peak memory usage across the SPEC CPU2006 suite. To isolate the impact of other compilation passes, we measure the memory usage only when running the function merging optimization. As expected, avoiding register demotion has the added benefit of lowering the memory footprint of the compilation pass. On average, SalSSA uses half the amount of memory required by FMSA. The improvements on memory usage shown in this Figure 22 directly reflects the difference shown in Figure 5.

Both FMSA and SalSSA starts merging from the largest to the smallest functions. For the 403 . gcc benchmark, the first pair of functions considered for a merging is the pair recog_16 and recog_26 that originally contains 20,688 and 16,043 instructions, respectively, but after register demotion grow to 36,508 and 28,899. This pair of extremely large functions is responsible for the peak in memory usage when optimizing this benchmark. FMSA uses a total of 6.5 GB of memory while SalSSA is able to reduce it down to 2.4 GB. A total of 2.7x reduction on peak memory usage. Although this is the most critical benchmark in terms of absolute numbers, a similar trend appears in most of the other benchmarks. By reducing the memory overhead of compilation, SalSSA thus can target a larger codebase over FMSA.

5.6 Compilation Time Overhead

Figure 24 shows the normalized compile-time for the entire compilation process on SPEC CPU2006. The min-max bar
in the diagram gives the 95% confidence interval across different compile-time measurements of a benchmark. SalSSA incurs modest compile-time overhead with an average 5% increase in the compile-time when using the lowest exploration threshold \((t = 1)\). This represents a 3x reduction in the compile-time overhead compared to the 14% overhead from FMSA with the same exploration threshold. When using the largest exploration threshold \((t = 10)\), we observe a 3.7x reduction in the compile-time overhead. The improvement is due to not only less time spent performing the optimization itself but also less work for the remaining compilation process since we reduce the size of the produced code. We also observe similar overhead improvement on SPEC CPU2017.

Figure 23 shows the speedups obtained by SalSSA for the sequence alignment and code generation. SalSSA produces significantly less overhead than the state-of-the-art FMSA.

Since the sequence alignment algorithm is also quadratic in time over the length of the sequences, we get a quadratic speedup by avoiding register demotion with SalSSA. Code generation is linear on the size of the functions resulting in proportional speedups in compile-time. For a couple of cases, however, the pressure put on the clean-up phase can negate those gains.
Figure 24. End-to-end compile-time for SalSSA and FMSA for three different exploration thresholds and 19 different SPEC CPU2006 benchmark. Compile-time is normalized to that of the baseline with no function merging. SalSSA reduces the overhead of function merging by 3× to 3.7× on average.

Figure 25. Comparison between the runtime impact from FMSA and SalSSA. Our approach increases the runtime overhead because it merges more functions. For most benchmarks, the overhead is small. For the rest, profiling-directed merging would eliminate the overhead.

5.7 Performance Overhead
The primary goal of function merging is to reduce code size. Nevertheless, it is also important to keep the impact on the program runtime as low as possible. Figure 25 shows the normalized execution time, where the min-max bar shows the 95% confidence interval across different runs. Overall, SalSSA has an average overhead of about 4% on programs’ runtime. For most benchmarks, there is no statistically significant difference between the baseline and the optimized binary. For the rest, profiling information could be used to avoid adding overhead when mergeable code is in the most frequently executed code path.

6 Related Work
Compiler-based code size reduction is certainly not a new research topic. Prior work achieves this by either replacing the target code with a smaller, semantically-equivalent code [22, 32], or removing or combining redundant code [5–7, 12, 15, 18, 21]. Our work falls into the latter category.

6.1 Function Merging
Link-time code optimizers like [1, 19, 31] merge text-identical functions at the bit level. However, such solutions are platform-specific and need to be adapted for each object code format and hardware architecture. However, GCC and LLVM [2, 20] also provide an optimization for merging identical functions at the IR level and hence is agnostic to the target hardware. Unfortunately, they can only merge fully identical functions
with at most type mismatches that can be losslessly cast to the same format. The work presented by von Koch et al. [14] advanced this simple merging strategy by exploiting the CFG isomorphism of two functions. However, it requires two mergeable functions to have identical CFGs and function types, where the two functions can only differ between corresponding instructions, specifically, in their opcodes or the number and types of the input operands. The state-of-the-art technique, FMSA [28], lifts most of the restrictions imposed by prior techniques [2, 14, 20]. Although achieving impressive results, it does not directly handle phi-nodes which are fundamental to the SSA form. Instead, it applies register demotion to replace all such nodes with memory operations, in an attempt to simplify the code generation processes. As we have shown in this paper, such a strategy comes at the cost of poor merge results, larger memory footprint and longer compilation time. Our work avoids this pitfall with a new code generator capable of handling phi-nodes properly and completely bypassing register demotion. This leads to better code reduction performance and faster compilation time over the state-of-the-art.

Procedural abstraction [13, 21] and function merging are two different but complementary code optimization techniques. Procedural abstraction extracts identical code segments to separate functions and replaces the original code segment with a function call. Procedural abstraction typically only works on single basic blocks or single-entry, single-exit code regions, which are text identical. By contrast, function merging works on whole functions and does not necessarily require the functions to be fully identical.

In a broader context, code similarity detection is a heavily studied field. It has been used for a wide range of tasks including GPU code optimization [8], code maintenance [23, 23, 33] and software development tasks like code clone detection [29]. Unlike many of these tasks where a certain degree of approximation may be acceptable, function merging requires a precise analysis of code similarity. To this end, we use the same sequence alignment technique proposed in the state-of-the-art [28].

### 6.2 Phi-Node Coalescing

Some work in the literature also uses the term “phi coalescing” but in the context of register allocation. For example, the C2 compiler implements “phi coalescing” as part of its aggressive-coalescing optimization performed during register allocation [16, 17]. In this context, “phi coalescing” refers to a transformation where the input values of a single phi-node are coalesced into the same register, avoiding unnecessary copies [16, 25]. While our work builds upon the past foundations of register allocation and coalescing [4, 25], phi-node coalescing in this paper refers to coalesce different phi-nodes into one. Our goal is to reduce the total number of phi-nodes after merging two functions. This is different from prior work that aims to use a single register to represent a phi-node after register allocation [16, 17].

### 7 Conclusion

We have presented SalSSA, a novel compiler-based function merging technique with full support for the SSA form. Unlike the previous state-of-the-art, which has to apply register demotion to eliminate the commonly used phi-nodes in SSA, SalSSA directly processes phi-nodes using a more powerful code generator. As a result, SalSSA avoids the code bloating problem introduced by register demotion and increases the chances of generating profitable merged functions. We have implemented SalSSA in LLVM and evaluated it on the SPEC CPU2006 and CPU2017 benchmark suites. SalSSA delivers on average 9.5% code reduction for the lowest exploration threshold. Compared to the previous function merging state-of-the-art, SalSSA achieves 2× more reduction on binary size with 3× less compile-time overhead and less than half of the amount of memory required by it.

For future work, we plan to investigate the application of phi-node coalescing outside function merging. In order to avoid code size degradation, we also plan to improve the compiler’s built-in static cost model for code size estimation. As a future work, we can also analyze the interaction between function merging and other optimizations such as inlining, outlining, and code splitting. Finally, we also plan to incorporate instruction reordering into function merging to maximize the number of matches between the functions regardless of the original code layout.
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